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Once upon a time…
In the quest to catch and keep the attention of buyers, marketing sent out increasing
truck loads of product‐based communications. But information overload and the time
deficiency of their buyers kept marketers from getting the attention they lusted after.
One day, B2B companies discovered a strategy whereby involving their buyers personally
elevated the perceived value of their communications to a level of active engagement.

They used stories.
Stories are best known as the novels we read, the fairy tales and fables we grew up with
and personal anecdotes we share. In other words, they’re ingrained in us. Stories are
what we all do subconsciously. Stories are what we tell ourselves to make sense of the
world around us. We don’t think about them as stories because we’re so used to telling
them to ourselves and others that they just happen. Why did you buy that snazzy new
car? Those new designer shoes? Or those expensive seats on the fifty‐yard line?
By harnessing the engaging nature of story format, your marketing programs will quickly
lift your brand, company and products to top‐of‐mind position without buyers even
realizing they’ve made you their anchor of choice. Your competitors will be secondary.
Stories are stealth marketing. I don’t mean that in a sneaky way, what I mean is that
when you enable people to step into your stories and envision their future with you,
their problem solved, you develop empathy. Empathy leads to trust. Trust is the
emotion on which business decisions are based—and the prerequisite for engagement.
There are several things you need to know to put stories to work effectively within your
marketing strategy. Stories depend on cohesiveness with your company’s essence.
Stories simulate movement. Stories have degrees of catch and, when based on Catch
Factors, stories increase buyer engagement to tip purchase decisions in your favor.
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Essence
For marketing stories to do their job of building the
credibility of your company you need to give them
strength by building them on a foundation.

[Essence is “the Pure Value you
offer your customers.” ]

Essence is the Pure Value you offer your customers.
This is the core element that drives your company
to create your products and – ultimately –for
your customers to use them. It underlies everything
you do. Essence will help you generate an infinite array of
connected marketing stories that garner extended attention.
More importantly, using essence can become a differentiator of its own. It can elevate
the value of your expertise just by altering the delivery of information. The reason is
that all your stories will have a consistent resonance. This type of high‐value content
positions your company’s brand to become instantly recognizable. Because you’ve
created and delivered on the high‐value expectations of your buyers, they’ll know they
can turn to you for reliable and useful information when problems you solve become
urgent priorities. Your marketing stories will have raised the bar that all of your
competitors must exceed to even become heard.

How do you define your company’s essence?
Answer these questions to glean insights and determine your company’s essence:
• What do you sell?
• What does it do for your customers?
• What does it ultimately help your customers achieve?
• What’s the passion behind why your company does what it does?
• What’s the common denominator in every product or service?
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For an example of essence, let’s look at the fictional Wiz Company
•

The product the Wiz Company sells is user‐tracking software.

•

Wiz Company software determines the interests of their customers’ buyers by
monitoring where users spend their time on the customers’ web site. What they
visit, where they click, how often they return, etc.

•

This software gives customers the capability to analyze their data and statistics
in 40 standard formats and generate custom views based on just about any
parameter the customer can think of.

•

Ultimately their customers are able to achieve extremely targeted
communications and make better connections with buyers by using what
they’ve learned.

There may be a number of possible definitions for essence that come to mind. But the
real essence of the Wiz Company is intelligence. They’re absolutely passionate about
buyer intelligence and how it can be harnessed by their customers to drive revenue.

Sample Wiz Company Campaign

All of the Wiz Company’s marketing is focused around ideas that relate to explaining
intelligence. Some examples are;
• why intelligence is critical to market success
• how to use intelligence to streamline productivity
• why 1‐to‐1 relationships are critical and how intelligence aids personalization
• how intelligence can be leveraged to drive higher conversion rates
• and on and on
Every communication reflects the intelligence theme. Wiz Company buyers come to
know them as the intelligence company. They know the Wiz Company is where they’ll
turn whenever they need to improve how they use, think about or apply intelligence.
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Why use a story?
One of the opportunities presented by storytelling in marketing is the ability to “debug”
the message. Stories eliminate the effort it takes for your buyers to insert themselves
into the conversation. You may have all the factual reasons in the world why your
product is the best, but here’s the problem – facts carry little influence out of context.
If you’re presenting your leads with bulleted lists of why your product is the best one,
they have to work too hard to apply the facts to their specific situation. By putting those
facts into a relatable context (story), you transform the reception and follow‐on
interactions taken by your buyers in relation to your marketing programs.

[“The challenge for
marketers is to figure out
how to change the story
they are living so that their
customers can change the
story they tell themselves.”
– Seth Godin]

Focusing on problems, applying value propositions and tying it all together with
psychographic insights will make your marketing communications more adaptable to
conversations—and getting that level of interaction is what marketing is all about.
In a recent blog post, Seth Godin wrote, “The challenge for marketers is to figure out
how to change the story they are living so that their customers can change the story
they tell themselves.” What this means is that changing the way you market can have a
profound impact on your buyer’s perceptions, as well as their intent to purchase.

Stories have impact.
A marketing story by its very nature is about someone like them. This means if you’re
communicating to a vice president you write from their perspective – as a peer or
colleague would talk to them. When you consider this aspect of marketing stories, it
should become immediately apparent why you need to focus on segments and tune
your messaging for each niche. Buyers and influencers may be focused on resolving the
same problem, but their interests are different. The urgency they assign various issues
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will be different, and their interpretation of benefits will be skewed based on the
relationship they have to the problem or project outcomes.
A marketing story engages because it’s situational and active. It’s not just feeds and
speeds about a product that tells about the facts. A story shows them how to think
about and consider an issue, the options for addressing it and how they will get to a
desirable outcome. Just as fictional stories are about a character going after a goal, a
marketing story is about your buyers actively resolving the conflicts they’re
encountering based on the problem they’re facing.
If they can see themselves in the story, they are more inclined to want to participate.
That huge, looming problem is now seen as something they can overcome successfully.
Not because you said so, but because they can now “see” themselves overcoming the
obstacle they’re confronting. Your communication has opened a door that shows them
their options in a way that makes achieving the outcomes they want seem manageable.
A story leverages both logic and emotion. Without emotion, the audience has no
attachment. They can easily walk away. Once they’re done with your factual message,
it’s likely they’ll forget it. Think back to college. Remember studying facts in a text book
for an exam? How hard did you have to work for recall? Now think about that one
professor you had whose lectures you could remember at exam time. It’s likely that
professor employed story in how he taught. By applying context to factual information
they made it easier for you to learn and to keep that information top of mind.
The benefit of stories is that once a buyer inserts themselves into a situation their brain
spawns ideas of its own based on their unique circumstances. Your audience may well
think they’ve arrived at the conclusion on their own, but they’ll also relate that
conclusion to you. Marketing is not just about being found, it’s about being
remembered—and counted on—when the time comes, so they find you again…first.
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Momentum
Stories by their very nature progress from beginning to middle to end.

Stories Simulate Movement

The point is that stories move. Things are happening. The main character has a goal,
overcomes conflict and gets to the happily ever after. In business terms, the client has a
problem to overcome so they can achieve a strategic objective. Not so different.
Stories link ideas – This is a key factor for your content strategy. The norm in the past
has been one‐off, one‐way messaging that gets generated when an idea strikes or a
particular event is happening within your company. Companies spend a lot of time
“telling” prospective buyers what they should be thinking.
The difference with stories is that they position your communications to evolve. They
build from one idea or premise to another. They pull buyers forward in the process by
giving them contextual reference points and discussing one topic at a time to transition
them through the pipeline without anxiety or information overload. Another benefit to
stories is that they establish your credibility, showcase impact and allow buyers to
envision their future, once the pain has been eliminated.
To create a story strategy for momentum, map the complete knowledge transfer
requirement and tackle a piece of it. Then give buyers a prod, or preview, into the next
piece they can either request, or that you’ll be sending as a follow‐up. Learning is a
process. You can’t just dump all the information on them at once and expect them to
say – Yes! This is exactly what I need. Where do I sign?
Especially not for a B2B complex sale.
Remember the ebb and flow of decision making. Buyers may move two steps forward
and one step back, then forward again, as questions and obstacles occur. Look for places
where they can get off track and plan ahead to address them before they happen.
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Let’s create an example of how a story might exist for your buyer
An IT systems manager needs to roll out patches across his network more quickly but
doesn’t have the technology to know which computing device needs what.
He learns a variety of software tools are available to solve that problem. He also learns
that these tools can update his inventory catalog. He’s found your products and a case
story that directly relates to his situation. Suddenly he’s heading to happily ever after.
Then, the step back – He slams the brakes on as he starts to question how easy this
change is really going to be. How does he know his expectations will be met?
This doesn’t have to be a set back because you prepared for this and are ready with a
paper[ a story] that discusses all the steps of the implementation and the division of
responsibility. You’ve shown him testimonial proof[a story] that the solution can be
implemented in less than three weeks. The buyer sees he can well manage his side of
the requirements. All the “I’s” are dotted and “Ts” are crossed. He’s back to visualizing
happy days and how he’ll shine when the project comes off without a hitch.

[“The really important
issues of this world are
ultimately decided by the
story that grabs the most
attention and is repeated
most often.”
Annette Simmons,
Whoever Tells the Best Story Wins

]

Wait. The CIO is concerned that the new tool will won’t adapt to their corporate
compliance policies and that the total cost of ownership is too high.
Not to worry, you assure your buyer, and whisk him a paper[a story] that highlights the
time savings achieved with your software and the customization capability that will map
to their compliance policies. And the buyer becomes a customer.
You may not be selling IT software, but it’s likely that this ebb and flow—from positive
to hesitant—exists within your buyers’ process. Salespeople and customers can help you
narrow down the critical points where these step backs are likely to happen. By
mapping the buying journey and preparing stories to handle each step, you’re not only
prepared, but elevating trust with each relevant, timely response to your buyers’ needs.
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Catch Factors & Stories
You’ve learned why and how stories can affect your marketing programs, but now let’s
ramp the process up a bit to ensure that you don’t just generate momentary attention,
but go beyond that to gain extended, anticipatory attention.

Catch Factors Appeal to Buyer Attention

How? By applying Catch Factors to your marketing stories. Remember that Catch
Factors apply to buyers’ perceptions, not your company. Catch Factors are
subconscious responses in buyers’ minds that happen within seconds of seeing your
communication. Appealing to them commands attention because they act as a litmus
test for relevance.

Urgency
When you map your buyers’ journey to develop your content plan, the key question about
each topic you choose to include in your education and expertise arsenal should be based
on urgency.
•
•

What’s urgent for a particular buyer, segment, or industry right now?
Why is it urgent and how does the reason impact your buyers’ priorities?

Every story you develop must play to urgent priorities to gain attention. The more
personally invested with your story the buyer gets, the more attention you generate.
Urgency means aligning the story’s “plot” (topic/problem) with a priority for the buyer.
An example of urgency is a triggering event. If something has changed for the buyer that
they have no choice but to address, then you’ve got a topic for a story that will have an
extremely high potential to catch their attention. Future trends or compliance requirements
are also triggering events that can shuffle priorities. Competitive advances are also triggers
for priority changes. Keeping abreast of what’s going on with your ideal buyers will provide
unlimited ideas for relevant stories.
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Effort
How easy is it for buyers to choose to access and use your information? This Catch Factor is
about the buyers’ perception of how much effort they will have to expend to access your
information, as well as their interpretation of how well their limited time will be spent if
they choose to do so.
•
•

How hard will they have to work to understand the jargon and terms you’re using?
What introductory story have you told them that makes the effort worthwhile?

The most important places to address Effort are in communications that ask your buyer to
do something in order to pay you their attention. This means your email communications,
your white paper abstracts, your landing pages and the wording of summaries that direct
them to click on links. It also includes your forms. Do you really need to know the
information every single field on your forms requires? Gather information progressively.
Remember that Effort is evaluated at every step. The payoff had better have a positive,
high‐value evaluation or they won’t be so ambitious next time you try to open a dialogue.

Impact
What will happen for the buyer if they choose to interact with you? Buyers are looking for
vendors who will educate them on areas beyond their core company expertise. They want
trusted partners who work with them instead of just sell them products.
•
•

Will the expertise included in your story have a direct bearing on the buyers’ success
in accomplishing their objective?
How is the value you provide unique in comparison to alternatives?

Your customers are the best source for learning the value of your company. Their responses
may surprise you. Chances are, unless you’re the only one with your kind of product, the
most recognizable value for your customers extends beyond your product’s capabilities.
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Reputation
This Catch Factor is about how credible you are with the buyer. It’s quite simply what they
think of you—the knee‐jerk reaction they have when a communication from your company
is delivered. Reputation is also about brand. As long as your stories are consistent with your
essence, you can strengthen buyer response with high‐value marketing stories.
•
•

Thread customer achievements subtly into your marketing stories.
Be humble and talk about things you’ve discovered that have tuned your expertise
to be even more valuable than other choices they can make. Speak to innovation.

The best way to fortify your reputation with a buyer is to keep your stories focused
squarely on them. If the protagonist in your story is your company, change it now. Your
company achievements can elevate a buyer’s evaluation of your company, but those
achievements are secondary to their concern about how to overcome their latest challenge.

Intent
What will your buyers think your intentions are? If your marketing communications are
thinly veiled sales pitches, it will be obvious your intent is all about you, and what you can
get from them. Intention is all about authenticity, as perceived by the buyer.
•
•

Is the aim of your stories to clarify issues and provide urgently needed education to
buyers? Or is it to sell something?
What are you asking them to do? Will that request be seen as a worthy exchange for
their attention when they get your information?

With the increase in collaborative tools and social networks, Intention is most noticeable in
a buyer’s evaluation of your dialogue with them. It’s imperative today that marketers learn
how to rejoin the conversation in a participatory and “peer” manner. Intentions must be to
help, listen and respond according to the dialogue. That’s how Intention plays best in story.
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Engagement grows faster with stories
Attention may be the primary goal of marketing communications, but extending that
momentary focus into an ongoing dialogue establishes a basis for a long‐term relationship.
Engagement is predicated by trust. Your buyers and customers must believe that you hold
their success as your first priority or they will find another vendor who does. The cost of
switching is becoming cheaper every day. Make sure your buyers know how your expertise
will get them where they want to go.
Marketing is like a trial run. It’s the ultimate free demo of what it will be like to become a
customer of your company. The experiences the buyer has with your company via your
website, your communications and every interaction, response and follow‐up will be judged
as a precursor to the degree of their interest in developing a customer relationship with you.
By incorporating marketing stories into your content strategy, you enable your buyers to
envision exactly that experience. You want them to live and breathe the successes of your
current customers and picture just how much competitive advantage they can gain by
adding your expertise to the company roster. You need them to see themselves succeeding.
But this means your marketing stories have to really reach beyond product focus. Marketing
stories can get the ball rolling, but it’s up to the accumulation of experiences your company
creates consistently to seal the deal. Every single interaction you have with your buyer will
make an impression. Engagement must be nourished and grown on the most personalized
basis you can manage. The sooner in the buyers’ journeys the better.
Here’s why: Until a buyer decides to change the status quo, they have no anchor, or
preference for how they’ll choose to proceed. They may have ideas about it, but the first
thing they’ll do is go look to validate their assumptions and find options. If your marketing
stories are the first imprints they have relative to addressing their challenge, your company
can become the reference point against which all other competing ideas are measured.
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That’s exactly where you want to be. And stories have the best shot at making the lasting
impression that keeps your company top of mind. The context of stories makes them easily
adaptable to the buyers’ unique situation and makes them memorable.
But marketing isn’t finished when the buyer raises their hand for a sales conversation.
Because your company will only remain the top‐of‐mind preference if the experience
they’ve come to expect from you is consistent. The best practice for a seamless transition is
to provide salespeople with conversational briefs based on the stories you’ve already told
that buyer. By enabling the salesperson to take over the conversation without missing a
step, you’re ensuring that consistency continues. Your salespeople will spend less time in
“persuasion” mode and more time in value‐added conversations. And, marketing will be the
key in increasing your company’s trusted advisor status from the buyers’ perception.

In Conclusion
Current research shows that 79% of leads never become opportunities. But that doesn’t
have to be your company’s reality. Integrating marketing stories with your content strategy
can transform the meaning of a qualified lead to a sales‐ready buyer. Stories, used well, can
elevate your status with buyers beyond that of a potential vendor to that of a trusted
advisor and business partner. They can also extend current customer loyalty and increase
channel partner efficiencies.
Ultimately, marketing stories will help B2B companies connect with buyers on the
personalized level that marketing is reaching toward, but struggling to achieve. Stories will
set you apart and above your competitors because stories are relatable. Stories transform
your company from a corporate entity to a valued relationship by exposing your expertise in
a context that makes sense…and makes you the preferred choice.
Stories also drive innovation because buyers make them their own and use them as
springboards to ideas uniquely suited to their situations. If you’re not using stories in your
content strategy today, adding them can transform marketing’s contribution to revenues.
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Quick Guide to Writing a Marketing Story Article:
Writing a marketing story article isn’t rocket science. What you need is the foundation to set
how you go about it by employing a process that helps you generate consistently valuable
stories with a high degree of catch. The steps below not only lay out a simple process for
creating one type of marketing story, but show you how Catch Factors are integrated to
strengthen them.

Step 1:
Select a topic, problem or opportunity for the focus of the article.
The subject needs to meet the Urgency criteria for catch. When considering options for you
stories, think narrow and deep—not broad and shallow. You need to put meat on the bones
of a marketing story.

Step 2:
Decide who you’re writing to.
The determination of audience will set the type of writing, phrases and terminology you’ll
use to connect and will guide you in addressing Impact. Because you’re now writing to
someone specific, this will also help you frame Intent so that it’s clear and acceptable to
that person. Remember to keep the jargon to a minimum and choose words considered
relevant and meaningful to that person.
NOTE: Depending on the number of people in the consensus group – usually at least 7
people—you may need to write several versions to target appropriately for maximum catch
and engagement.
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Step 3:
Choose an approach.
Now that you know your topic, and who you’re audience is, choose an angle from which to
address the subject matter you’ve selected in a way that plays well with your expertise.
Once you have your approach, make sure the style you use and the way you write about the
topic ties into your company’s essence. Ensuring your content ties‐in with your essence will
build your company’s Reputation and elevate your credibility with potential buyers.

Step 4:
Outline related reasons, options and benefits.
In this step, you’re going to address the Impact for your audience – the reasons why they’ll
want to read your story. In order to take the actions below, you need to keep in mind who
you’re writing to, the topic you’ve selected and the angle of your approach.
•
•
•

Write down 3 reasons why eliminating this pain, or taking advantage of this
opportunity, is important for the audience.
Write down 3 options for how to ideally solve the pain or leverage the opportunity.
Write down 3 benefits, outcomes or improvements the audience can expect to
achieve if their problem is solved.

You may be asking why 3? Three is a concept that we relate to almost subconsciously.
Morning, noon and night; beginning, middle and end; crawl, walk and run. Because we’re so
used to it, we’ve come to expect concepts delivered in threes. If there are three parts to
something, we will automatically have more buy‐in because the “order” of things is honored
and doesn’t even need to be mentioned. Very rarely do people differentiate unless the
structure of the piece is more, or less, than three. Five tips to…, Top Ten…, Seven Habits of….
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Step 5:

Marketing Story Worksheet:

Write your story article.
1. Topic________________________________
In consideration for today’s time limitations, aim for a completed article of 750 – 1,000
words, tops. Aim for a style and tone that is received by your audience as if from a peer or
colleague. By limiting yourself to five to seven minutes of read time, you are showing
respect for their time, and reducing the Effort they need to expend to take action with your
story. Thinking more “carrot” than “stick” is also more engaging.

2. Audience_____________________________
3. Approach_____________________________
4. List

Article layout and structure:
•

•
•

Introduction: 200 words. Frame the problem or the opportunity. Touch briefly on
the 3 reasons and outcomes to set expectations for the rest of the article. Make
sure the first paragraph has “hook” quality. You need to catch and keep their
attention quickly.
Body: Write 3 sections of 150 – 200 words. Each section includes a related reason,
option and benefit from Step 4.
Conclusion: Tie it all up with 150 – 200 words. Make sure your last sentence is high
impact and leaves the audience with a positive impression of your company because
they can now envision life after their pain or problem is resolved.

***NOTE: Don’t forget to focus on the buyers’ perspective throughout the article. Don’t
name your specific product or service at all. Not unless you’re writing a marketing story to
be used very close to transition time. This story is about action, education and expertise, not
products.
This is only one type of marketing story structure, but it has a lot of versatility. If you master
this form of storytelling, then you’ll be well on your way to creating higher buyer
engagement through your marketing content.

a. Reason________________________
Option_________________________
Benefit_________________________
b. Reason________________________
Option_________________________
Benefit_________________________
c. Reason________________________
Option_________________________
Benefit_________________________
5. Write your marketing story article.
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**If you missed the first eBook in the series: Catch Me, If You Can – Appeal to the 5 Catch
Factors to command your lead’s attention, increase mindshare and accelerate buying
behaviors, you can download it from www.marketinginteractions.com .
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